Business Impact Assessment and Damage Reporting
for effective Crisis Management
Purpose
This paper outlines an approach1 to integrating Business Impact Assessment into Crisis
Management in order to strengthen the quality of information based decision making.
Introduction
Structure, introduced into operations by design, is both a means of limiting error, and of
clarifying choices for action by multiple participants over time in complex environments.
The challenge lies in designing
the structure in ways that
achieve the stability desired for
effective performance of the
management system, without
restricting the flexibility required
for adaptation to changing
conditions2.
Capability should be
strengthened by leveraging
improvements in assessment,
communication and decision
making.
Central is the capacity to
develop a crisis management
methodology which recognizes
the degree of emerging risk to
which you are exposed and to
act on that information.

1
2

The EPCB supporting tools are an Excel workbook, a PowerPoint Presentation and a Crisis Management Plan Template.
Comfort, L. K. (ed) Managing Disasters: Strategies and Policy Perspectives. 1988
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This requires a dynamic system underpinned by information exchange in support of sound
decision making.
The system is characterized by four primary decision points3 around:
(1) what is the risk (detection),
(2) what does the risk mean (recognition and interpretation),
(3) who has an interest (communication to multiple stakeholders), and
(4) who should do what (organization and management of a collaborative system).
EPCB have developed a system based on using Business Impact Analysis data as the baseline
for damage assessments to provide a sound basis to inform crucial decisions in a crisis.
The underlying principles are
that sound information should
underpin decision making; and
that good decision making is
fundamental to effective crisis
management (action plans).
The approach to developing
the Business Impact
Assessment draws on the
internationally accepted British
Business Continuity Standard
(BS 25999). In particular, it
moves away from a focus on
specific scenarios and instead,
focuses on the vulnerability of
the resources which underpin
key business processes.

3

Best Practice adapted from Professor L. K. Comfort, Crisis Management in Hindsight: Cognition, Communication, Coordination,

and Control in PA Review, Volume 67 Issue s1 Page 189-197, December 2007
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Mapping Context: The key role of the Business Impact Assessment
Identifying priority functions / key business processes and the resources they depend upon – is
called a Business Impact Analysis (BIA). This context mapping process provides the foundation
for successful plans – sound information for both contingency planning and resilience initiatives.
Identify your agreed Key Business Processes – Detail their dependencies
Senior management should champion the process and be consulted early (usually in one on
one structured conversations) to explore the fundamental question: “what it is that you do
which you need to keep doing immediately after a disruption event”? (A supplementary
follow on question might be around – is there any thing else in these circumstances which you
should be doing which you do not do on a day-to-day basis)
The output should be recorded on Worksheet 1 (Key Business Processes) with linked reference
to the individual process managers who can be followed up to detail resource dependencies.

Managers of each Key Business Process should be facilitated to complete copies of Worksheet
2 (Planning & Action Master).
Using a new Worksheet for each Key Business Process (or Function) for which they are
responsible, the managers should insert responses in each coloured cell as appropriate to their
resource configuration.
This should be based on the fifteen prompts across the five resource areas (from the Table
below). This is best done using one-on-one structured interviews. It can also be done with an
introductory group briefing, then supported by individual follow-ups as required with a closing
group “validation session” where views are shared and interdependencies are explored.
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For each Worksheet 2 (Planning & Action Master) generated, the manager should:


attribute a level of criticality by scoring 1 – 5 for each “Vulnerable Element at Risk” <AS
INSERTED>;



attribute a level of (current) vulnerability by scoring 1 – 5 for each “Vulnerable Element at

Risk” <AS INSERTED>; and


leave the impact column score at 1
(as this will provide the basis of any future impact assessment).

The Risk (Evaluation) column will auto calculate - in the planning phase, to a maximum of 20; in
the response to impact phase, to a maximum of 100% (using a formula of 5 x 5 x 5 / 125).
This information provides a basis to note any issues in the “Action planning required to achieve
specified objective(s)” column.
1. In the Planning Phase, this column should note:

•

Contingency actions developed to invoke in order to resume business; and

•

Resilience initiatives being developed, proposed or undertaken which aim to reduce
vulnerability. These go to the risk register for business case consideration.

2. In the Response to Impact Phase, this column should reference the Action Plans being

used to achieve objectives endorsed by the Crisis Management Team. As such, this column
should report:
•

Work-in-progress on whichever contingency plans are invoked; and

•

Work-in-progress on “Ad Hoc” (i.e. for purpose) response and recovery initiatives
developed to meet previously unforeseen or emerging needs.

The Crisis Management Plan is structured around “Management by Objectives” (MBO).
Management by Objectives provides clarity of the roles and responsibilities expected,
understanding of the objectives to be achieved and commitment to achievement.
The important features and advantages of MBO are well known:
1. Involving stakeholders in the planning process empowers and increases commitment.
2. Interactions between the Crisis Management Team and the “coalface” helps to maintain
good relationships and also solve many problems faced during the period.
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3. Clarity of goals is provided with the concept of “SMART” goals i.e. goals that are
Specific; Measurable; Achievable; Relevant; and Time bound.
To support this capability is Worksheet 2b (SMART Objectives) - illustrated in the Table below:

To coordinate the information based decision making approach, the Crisis Management Team
oversees the Master Action Plan (a collation of initiatives and invocations from across the
impacted areas) using Worksheet 3 of the Excel tool.

This synthesis of corporate action can be displayed in a variety of ways (electronically and
physically) – and be used to inform, track and communicate as required.
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Crisis Management Plan
<INSERT NAME OF ORGANISATION>

DAY MONTH YEAR
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1. Terms used and their meanings
This Table specifies the meanings of terms as used in this document.
Business

Temporary restructuring of the organisation by the Crisis Management Team to achieve

Continuity

agreed objectives.

Crisis

The Crisis Management Team provide oversight, that is to “steer” the strategic decision

Management

making and communicate with key stakeholders. They will also be responsible to oversee

Team

and coordinate the deployment of all corporate resources for agreed Business Continuity
Action Plans, Emergency Management requirements and any Emergent (i.e. for purpose)
Action Plans.
The Crisis Management Team is supported by a Secretariat of senior managers and
advisors which gives support to, is supported by and communicates with the “impacted
area” managers.

Event

Any condition or circumstance which significantly threatens continuity of business. (This
might or might not include circumstances which require the organisation to invoke its
responsibilities related to the management of an emergency which is effecting the
community or society at large.)
Thus an event, in the judgement of the Crisis Management Team, potentially interrupts
ongoing service delivery in a way that puts the organisation at risk. Once such an “event”
is recognised, the formal Crisis Management Arrangements are invoked.
It is important to note what that this does NOT mean. It does not mean the “normal”
range of minor operational glitches (such as Service Level Agreement variations) which
are part of the workplace and do not threaten the organisation’s capability to deliver on
its business obligations.

Resources

People; skills; information (electronic and non-electronic); premises; supplies (including
external contractors and providers of inputs to processes – e.g. fuel, power, water); and
technology (including plant and equipment).
Resources underpin the capacity of the organisation to deliver services.

Maximum

The maximum time that a service can be out of commission.

Acceptable
Outage
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2. Introduction
System

objectives

<INSERT NAME OF ORGANISATION>
 Good Governance.
 Customer Service.
 Organisation Performance.

Purpose of this

To set out arrangements that will allow the deployment of resources required during an

plan

“event” (any condition or circumstance which significantly threatens continuity of

Strategic

business) to deliver priority services to customers within a reasonable and acceptable
timeframe. This timeframe is often called the “Maximum Acceptable Outage” (MAO).

Rationale of

This Business Continuity Plan (BCP) has been built on a structured methodology. This

this plan

methodology deals with the identification and protection of Key Business Processes and
the resources necessary to maintain an acceptable level of service, enhancing the
resilience of these resources and preparing procedures to support the continuation of
business in times of business disruption.
This plan relies on a systematic approach to assessment, communication and decision
making. Central is the capacity and commitment to develop a crisis management
methodology which recognizes the degree of emerging risk to which the organisation is
exposed and to act on that information.
This requires a dynamic system underpinned by information exchange in support of
sound decision making.
It is characterized by four primary decision points4 around:
(1) what is the risk (detection),
(2) what does the risk mean (recognition and interpretation),
(3) who has an interest (communication to multiple stakeholders), and
(4) who should do what (organization of a collaborative system).
This approach to developing the plan is based on using Business Impact Analysis data as
the baseline for damage assessments. These will provide a sound basis to inform crucial
decisions in a crisis.

4

Best Practice adapted from Professor L. K. Comfort, Crisis Management in Hindsight: Cognition, Communication, Coordination, and Control in

PA Review, Volume 67 Issue s1 Page 189-197, December 2007
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Maximum

Maximum Acceptable Outage time is the maximum time that a service can be out of

Acceptable

commission before the effect imposes risks or outcomes which are unacceptable – as

Outage

agreed by senior management against shared values and/or agreed risk assessment
criteria (reference point issues may include ethical, legal, financial, reputational, etc).
The focus of this plan is on Key Business Processes which have a Maximum
Acceptable Outage (MAO) of less than one day.
The EXAMPLE tables below list Key Business Processes to be resumed within one day.
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Notes:
1. The achievement of an “acceptable level of functioning” for any Key Business
Process will be advised by the manager responsible for that Key Business
Process to the Crisis Management Team by updating their Impact Status (in
the impact column of the xls planning tool).

Impact assessments should be coordinated by the Risk Management
representative on the Crisis Management Team Secretariat (currently INSERT
NAME).
2. One of the first actions following an event is to validate the actual MAO for
your current circumstances, estimate any “acceptability” variations required
and advise the need for negotiation and communication plans which might be
needed because of those variations.
3. The “Communication(s)” Key Business Process sits within the CEO’s office. The
plans around this process have been reviewed and found to be sufficiently
integrated with this Crisis Management approach that they need only to be
referenced here and invoked by the manager of the Key Business Process who
will be providing secretariat support to the Crisis Management Team
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(currently INSERT NAME HERE).

4. The Key Business Processes listed above (for immediate continuity) are the
priority activities that the organisation delivers on a “normal” day-to-day
basis. As such, these Key Business Processes are referenced within headings
reflecting the existing structure of the organisation.
However it is important to note that in extraordinary circumstances it is
necessary to oversee an organisation structure which resources two other key
areas:
a. unforeseen “emergent” needs, which develop as the event unfolds and
need to be addressed responsively; and
b. if the extraordinary circumstances involve significant impacts on the
community or society at large from an extreme event (emergency /
disaster), and the organisation has a responsibility in this context,
then “emergency management” services which will involve Key
Business Processes such as the establishment and maintenance of a
Municipal Emergency Coordination Centre, and Refuge / Relief /
Recovery Centres. These foreseeable Key Business Processes should
be mapped for their resource vulnerability using the approach
outlined in this plan to ensure they can be appropriately supported in
an integrated manner with other Key Business Processes.5

Recovery

The Recovery Time Objective (RTO) is the planned time, or target, to restore an

Time

acceptable level of service delivery. The RTO should be estimated in Action Planning

Objective

and form the basis of determining priority actions. These actions should be tracked on
the Master Action Plan list.
Note:
The RTO must be less than the Maximum Acceptable Outage otherwise
restrictions to service levels will apply and those restrictions will need to be
managed (communicated to customers).

5

The vulnerability of these “extraordinary” Key Business Processes should be premised by translating data from

their current agreed arrangements and recording that data in the .xls vulnerability planning format used for
business continuity planning by all other Key Business Processes.
www.disasterresilience.com
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Activation

This plan shall be activated by any available member of the Senior Leadership
Team in response to an event which they judge to potentially significantly
interrupt ongoing service delivery.
Upon activation of this plan the Crisis Management Team shall be formed.
The Crisis Management Team shall, in the first instance, comprise of the available
following staff:
 CEO;




o <INSERT NAME HERE>
Senior Leadership Team (responsible for decision making);
o <INSERT NAME HERE>
o <INSERT NAME HERE>
o <INSERT NAME HERE> and
o <INSERT NAME HERE>
Secretariat: Support staff to the Senior Leadership Team ( as required to
provide key advice in appropriate areas e.g.)
o A – Communication (<INSERT NAME HERE>)
o B - Risk Management (<INSERT NAME HERE>)
o C - Human Resources (<INSERT NAME HERE>)
o D - Information Technology (<INSERT NAME HERE>)
o E - Legal (<INSERT NAME HERE>)
o Etc – (INSERT)

The Crisis Management Team should consider the need to reconfigure the
membership of the Secretariat based on ongoing assessment of the event.
Assumptions

This plan has been developed based on the following assumptions:
 Impact of an event is serious enough to cause significant potential loss of
capability to deliver services;
 This plan can apply irrespective of where and in what form the impact to the
organisation occurs;
 Funding and resources will be made available and standard procurement
procedures will be over-ridden, when necessary, in the interests of saving
time;
 Recovery Time Objectives will be estimated on the expectation that
appropriate resources can be acquired and maintained
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Preparedness

This plan is based on the principle that sound information reduces uncertainty and
improves decision making.
This information is based
on “Resource Vulnerability
Profiles” which will be
maintained by each
manager responsible for a
Key Business Processes.
Details of this underpinning process are outlined in the paper which is at the front
of this document.
In the example below, the pre-event risk level is at 80% (16 out of 20). Any level at
or above 16 is a risk which needs mitigation before an event – by having a
contingency plan and/or proposing a “resilience initiative”.
Resilience initiatives will be collated on the corporate risk register and be
submitted for business case consideration in the next appropriate funding cycle.
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3. Initial Response, Continuity, Recovery and Review Phases
The Business Continuity Crisis Management Plan comprises four phases:
1. The Initial Response
2. Crisis Management
Arrangements
3. Recovery
4. Review

Based on a “Management by
Objectives” approach, objectives for
each of these four phases and the
strategies to achieve these objectives
are set out below in the next two pages.
Note:
Some of the items under Initial
Response may have already
been carried out as part of
normal operating procedures.
Actions are listed under the
appropriate strategy.
It is essential that strategies
and actions are implemented
concurrently (not necessarily in
listed order), especially during
the Initial Response.
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Phase

Objectives

Strategies

1. Initial

Assess the event

Staff in the proximity assess the event in terms of risk and

Response

Minimise impact

impact

where safe and if

Staff in the proximity provide an immediate response to

possible to do so.

the event if it is safe to do so and they are competent to

Communicate the

do so. This may take the form of standard procedures.

scope of the event

If an initial assessment of the event and its impact

to any available

indicates a situation which significantly threatens

member of the

continuity of business, staff in the proximity should

Senior Leadership

communicate effectively within the organisation by

Team

informing (a) any managers of effected Key Business

(0 to 1 Hour)

Processes; and (b) any available member of the Crisis

Communicate the

Managers of key functions or key business processes

impact of the event

provide any available member of the Crisis Management

on key functions or

Team with initial Impact Assessment Reports by

business processes

attributing numbers 1 to 5 in the Impact Column of the

to the Crisis

worksheet from the Excel Spreadsheet developed from

Management Team

the “BC_Crisis_Management_Planning_1.0.xls” master

(0 to 2 Hours)
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Phase

Objectives

Strategies

2. Crisis

Determine

Communicate effectively within the organisation

Management

functions affected

Arrangements

Develop Action Plans

If the event has impacts

Review resources

based on the ongoing

beyond the organisation and

required

flow of Impact

requires the organisation to

Review expenditure

Assessment Reports (live

commit resources more

use of the Excel

broadly, then this should be

Spreadsheet tool

factored into decision making

“BC_Crisis_Management

at this stage.

required
Prioritise function
recovery
Develop an
endorsed Action
Plan addressing
restoration of
service objectives
(Recovery Time
Objectives)
Develop a Master

_Planning_1.0.xls”.
Develop a Master List of

should be advised by ongoing

Action Plans (based on

“Emergency Impact

the structure used in

Assessment Reports” (see

worksheet “Master List -

Section 4 “Other Information”

Plans” from the Excel

below –NB: example only)

Spreadsheet tool

The Senior Leadership Team

“BC_Crisis_Management
_Planning_1.0.xls”.

List of Action Plans

Communicate the
management of the

priority business services and
to support agreed emergency

implementation
reporting schedule

will need to resource agreed
release appropriate resources

incorporating an
schedule and status

This decision making process

management requirements
Advise external stakeholders, customers and affected
Government Agencies.
Manage media communications.

event
(0 to 24 Hours)
Maintain critical

Maintain (and revise) the Action Plans based on updated

services to

Impact Assessments (Resource Criticality, Vulnerability

customers using

and Impact). (These assessments should be updated and

adjusted resource

received whenever circumstances change.)
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allocation and
temporary methods
(Within MAO time)

Provide alternative sites and service providers as
necessary.
Undertake repairs.
Impose temporary service restrictions as necessary.

Phase

Objectives

Strategies

3. Recovery

Complete repairs

Undertake final repair/replacement Action Plans

and/or

regarding resources.

replacements of
resources to agreed

Stand down all teams.

standards.
Stand down teams
4. Review

Improve Crisis

Review effectiveness of response to the event by

Management

conducting an organisation debrief using the agreed

Planning

corporate methodology (EPCB to INSERT ATTACHMENT
outlining organisation debriefing methodology)
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4. Other Information


Contact Details
Contact details are maintained by Human Resources (HR) in the Corporate Contact Directory.
Details are updated six monthly and are available in hard copy and on disc from HR



Emergency Impact Assessment Report (Example only)

In an extraordinary event which effects the broader community, core emergency information needs to
be captured and reported in a template in respect of the following general classifications6:
IMPACT
Impact areas

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

1. Summary overview of the scale and status of the
event (impacts on people; geographic location and
extent of impacts; impacts on infrastructure and
lifelines; financial impacts);
2. People issues (displaced, missing, injured, dead),
including foreign nationals;
3. Physical impacts, including status of community
infrastructure (hospitals, medical centres, rest
homes, and special care facilities; welfare agencies;
educational institutions; commercial infrastructure
including financial infrastructure, post, and courier
functions);
4. Community response status;
5. Housing and property status;
6. Transport route status;
7. Lifeline utilities status (water, power/electricity,
sewer, gas);
8. Environmental status

6

Developed from The Emergency Impact Summary (EIS) – New Zealand, 2006
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OPTION: Print these pages for a “hard copy” approach7 to “map” your continuity requirements.
Introduction: This method – of identifying your priority function / business processes and the
resources they depend upon – is called a Business Impact Analysis (BIA).
While much of the data described in the BIA (SHEET 2) below can INITIALLY be collected from
individuals, it is better to add value and validate by later bringing key individuals together in a workshop
environment to:


confirm the corporate priorities – “what it is that we do which we need to keep doing
immediately after a disruption event”;



explore interdependencies and vulnerabilities between each other’s resource maps; and



develop the basis for a sound plan.

Step 1. List your <INSERT THE NAME OF YOUR BUSINESS AREA>’s
Key Business Processes or Functions in priority order.

Key Business Processes
(Described at a High Level and Listed
in Priority Order)

Nominate who should be followed
up with to discuss details of
RESOURCE / VULNERABILITY
PROFILE (Sheet 2)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
IF NECESSARY, ADD MORE LINES TO THE TABLE ABOVE TO ENSURE
COVERAGE OF YOUR KEY BUSINESS PROCESSES

7

(This method is from an approach developed in the British Local Government Sector)
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Step 2. Using the prompts set out below undertake a concise Business Impact Analysis
of your <BUSINESS AREA>, filling in your answers, for each Business Process or Function,
to the following questions on the blank BIA Pro-forma (Sheet 2) under the relevant
headings
USE ONE SHEET FOR ONE FUNCTION / BUSINESS PROCESS – SO IF YOU HAVE EXPANDED THE
TABLE TO TEN BUSINESS PROCESSES IN 1. ABOVE – THEN USE TEN SHEETS TO MAP YOUR
DEPENDENCIES.:

PROCESSES PEOPLE PROVIDERS PREMISES PROFILE
IT:

Key Staff:

What IT is essential to
carry out your key
function/ process?

What staff do you
require to carry
out your key
process?

Documentation:

Skills /
Expertise /
Training:

What documentation /
records are essential to
carry out your key
processes, and how are
these stored?

What skills / level
of expertise is
required to
undertake key
processes?

Systems &
Communications

Minimum
Staffing Levels:

What systems and
means of communication
are required to carry out
your key function /
process?

What is the
minimum staffing
level with which
you could provide
a critical level of
service?
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Reciprocal
Arrangements:
Do you have any
reciprocal agreements
with other
organisations?

Contractors / External
Providers:
Do you tender key
services out to another
organisation, - if so, to
whom and for what?

Suppliers:
Who are your priority
suppliers and whom do
you depend on to
undertake your key
function/ process?

Buildings:

Reputation:

What locations do
your department’s
key process operate
from? (Primary site,
alternative premises)

Who are your
key
stakeholders?

Facilities:

Legal
Considerations:
What are your
legal, statutory
and regulatory
requirements?

What facilities are
essential to carry out
your key process?
Do these need to be
located at a specific
site?

Equipment /
Resources:

Vulnerable
Groups:

What equipment /
resources are
required to carry out
your key process?

Which vulnerable
groups might be
affected by failing
to carry out your
key function /
process?
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SHEET 2: BIA PRO - FORMA FOR YOUR BUSINESS AREA
(Function / Business Process…………………………………………..…….)

PROCESSES PEOPLE PROVIDERS PREMISES PROFILE
IT:

Key Staff:

Reciprocal
Arrangements:

Buildings:

Reputation:

Documentation:

Skills /
Expertise /
Training:

Contractors / External
Providers:

Facilities:

Legal
Considerations:

PRINT A COPY OF THIS SHEET FOR EACH KEY FUNCTION / PROCESS IDENTIFIED

Systems &
Communications
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Minimum
Staffing Levels:

Suppliers:

Equipment /
Resources:

Vulnerable
Groups:
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SHEET 3: CONSIDERATIONS FOR INCREASING YOUR RESILIENCE

IT:

Key Staff:

Is data backed-up
and are back-ups
kept off site?

Can staff be
contacted out of
hours?

Do you have any
disaster recovery
arrangements in
place?

Could extra
capacity be built
into your staffing to
assist you in
coping during an
incident?

Documentation:

Skills / Expertise
/ Training:

Is essential
documentation
stored securely
(e.g. fire proof
safe, backed-up)?
Do you keep
copies of essential
documentation
elsewhere?

Could staff be
trained in other
roles?
Could other
members of staff
undertake other
non-specialist
roles, in the event
of an incident?

Systems &
Communications

Minimum Staffing
Levels:

Are your systems
flexible?

What is the
minimal staffing
level to continue to
deliver your key
functions at an
acceptable level?

Do you have
alternative
systems in place
(manual
processes)?
What alternative
means of
communication
exist?

What measures
could be taken to
minimise impacts
of staff shortfalls?
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Reciprocal
Arrangements:
Do you have
agreements with
other
organisations
regarding staffing,
use of facilities in
the event of an
incident?

Contractors /
External
Providers:
Do you know of
alternative
contractors or are
you reliant on a
single contractor?

Buildings:
Could you operate
from more than
one premise?
Could you relocate
operations in the
event of a premise
being lost or if
access to the
premise was
denied?

Facilities:
Are any of your
facilities multipurpose?
Are alternative
facilities available
in the event of an
incident?

Reputational
Damage:
How could
reputational
damage be
reduced?
How could you
provide
information to staff
and stakeholders
in an emergency
(e.g. press
release)?
Legal
Considerations:
Do you have
systems to log
decisions; actions;
and costs, in the
event of an
incident?

Do your
contractors have
validated
(exercised)
contingency plans
in place?
Suppliers:
Do you know of
suitable alternative
suppliers?
Could key
suppliers be
contacted in an
emergency?

Equipment /
Resources:

Vulnerable
Groups:

Could alternative
equipment /
resources be
acquired in the
event of an
incident /
disruption?

How could
vulnerable groups
be contacted /
accommodated in
the event of an
incident?

Could key
equipment be
replicated or do
manual
procedures exist?
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